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Key Indicators

South Africa
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010E 2011E 2012F

Real GDP (% change) 5.6 5.6 3.6 -1.7 2.8 3.2 2.9
Inflation (CPI, % change Dec/Dec) 5.8 9.0 10.1 6.3 3.5 6.1 6.0
Gen. Gov. Financial Balance/GDP (%) [1] 1.0 1.5 -0.9 -5.3 -4.1 -4.5 -4.1
Gen. Gov. Debt/GDP (%) 32.5 26.9 23.9 26.8 33.7 41.5 38.8
Gen. Gov. Debt/Gen. Gov. Revenue (%) [2] 80.9 66.9 62.8 93.2 104.6 109.9 116.3
Gen. Gov. Int. Pymt/Gen. Gov. Revenue (%) [2] 8.4 7.5 7.2 7.6 7.8 7.5 7.9
Current Account Balance/GDP (%) -5.3 -7.0 -7.1 -4.1 -2.8 -3.0 -3.0
External Debt/CA Receipts (%) [3] 69.6 76.8 69.2 94.9 94.0 94.2 102.3
External Vulnerability Indicator [4] 99.4 101.4 91.5 92.9 73.9 68.8 74.7

[1] Fiscal years beginning April 1 [2] Government debt statistics are calendar year basis except when government revenue is the
denominator [3] Total Current Account Receipts [4] (Short-Term External Debt + Currently Maturing Long-Term External Debt +
Total Nonresident Deposits Over One Year)/ Official Foreign Exchange Reserves

Opinion

Credit Strengths

The credit strengths of South Africa include:

- High public debt affordability, including low foreign debt and good external liquidity

- Stable, predictable economic policy framework

Credit Challenges

The credit challenges for South Africa include:



- Regaining control over public finances following recession

- Weak national savings and large infrastructure constraints

- High unemployment and wide income disparities

- HIV/AIDS prevalence and its consequences

Rating Rationale

The government's A3 foreign- and domestic-currency ratings reflect its relatively healthy debt position, sufficient and growing
levels of external liquidity and a banking system that requires no government support. These characteristics combine to suggest
a high degree of financial robustness for a middle-income country. The ratings also incorporate a macroeconomic policy
framework that has been stable and coherent for more than a decade. Countercyclical fiscal and monetary policies have been
pursued to mitigate the impact of the global crisis on the local economy, and policymakers also have decided to slow down the
pace at which they reduce the deficit going forward. The government also faces increasing demands from within the ruling ANC
party and its political partners to step up the fiscal easing, which is problematic given the roughly 15 percentage point rise that
has already occurred in the government's debt to GDP ratio over the past three years.

An easier fiscal policy stance reflects increased pressure on the government to deliver on its promises of improved social
services and housing, jobs, and better education, among other demands. The government has acknowledged the urgency of
these demands and has put job creation at the top of its "New Growth" agenda.

South Africa's ratings are likely to be constrained to the mid-investment-grade level by steep socio-economic challenges,
including significant poverty related to high un- and under-employment, wide income disparities, poor general educational
attainment, and a weak law and order situation, which are stressing the government's institutional capacity. If inadequately
addressed, these could threaten longer-term economic and political stability.

Rating Outlook

The outlook on South Africa's country ceilings and government ratings was changed to negative in November 2011, reflecting
increased risk that easier fiscal policy will become entrenched by acceding to the labor unions' and other calls for more activist
public policy to deal with high unemployment and slow economic transformation.

What Could Change the Rating - Up

Higher domestic savings and investment rates would support a rating upgrade, as would sustainably stronger growth, restrained
debt accumulation, and the maintenance of sound economic policies by the current administration and its successors.

What Could Change the Rating - Down

The ratings could be downgraded should the government's debt and contingent liabilities rise much further, particularly if the
deterioration occurs due to a pro-cyclical fiscal stance and/or heightened socio-political unrest that is not addressed in a manner
consistent with future debt sustainability.

Recent Developments

The South African government's new budget for fiscal year 2012/13 demonstrates continued tension between its economic and
social priorities versus its aspirations to contain the rise in public debt. The authorities' plan to reduce the budget deficit over the
medium term is supportive of the government's credit quality especially at a time when total government debt (including its
provisions and guarantees) is fast approaching 50% of GDP. With economic growth slowing, tax revenues will be less buoyant
and job-creating growth will again require aggressive government interventions, not least in an ongoing expansion of
infrastructure. In addition, while government officials appear increasingly determined to lower the budget deficit and stabilize the
public debt ratios, they rely heavily on optimistic forecasts for both revenue and expenditure. In Moody's view, there is little
additional room for the government to expand its balance sheet at the current rating level. The fiscal space that had been created
before the global crisis is now largely gone, and an extraordinary effort will be needed in order to regain fiscal flexibility in a less
benign global environment, hence the negative outlook.

With the new budget, the authorities revised down 2011/12 budget deficit ending in March to -4.8% from -5.5% of GDP
forecasted recently in the October 2011Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement. Yet, this positive achievement was partly derived
from a continuing inability to spend more than 30% of the investment budget during the fiscal year. Although it definitely helped
offset overruns on the wage bill especially after last year's pay settlements, the chronic inability to fulfill investment budgets is
really detrimental to South Africa. It is one of the biggest obstacles preventing the economy to reach the growth potential needed
to permanently bring down unemployment. Infrastructure constraints have been a key reason why the resource-rich country was
unable to benefit substantially from the global commodity boom over the last decade.

Lower budget deficits than previously projected are also included in the budget projections, partially as a result of tax hikes
included in the new budget which are most notably increases in capital gains and excise tax rates. However, slower growth



included in the new budget which are most notably increases in capital gains and excise tax rates. However, slower growth
means that these lower deficits are unlikely to lead to a reduction in the gross debt ratios. If all goes according to plan, the
government should be running a small 0.3% of GDP primary surplus by FY 2014/15. It is important to note that the budget
forecasts are always subject to risks on both sides of the government's balance sheet. The downside risks are currently
heightened by the uncertainty hanging over the global economy because of the European debt crisis. On the domestic side for
examples, on top of increasing effectiveness in infrastructure spending, the government plan to compress the growth in the wage
bill to about 6% annually would represent a sea change from the trend of the past decade well into the double-digit range.

On the political front,it should be noted that the ANC will hold its policy-setting conference in June and its National General
Conference - to elect its next president - in December. This calendar will likely lead to increased political maneuvering in coming
months, and possibly the risk that government leaders will become more amenable to the demands from within the ANC for
more activist economic policy.
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